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In this paper we present a characterization of those Wiener functionals that are the likelihood ratio for a ‘signal plus independent 
noise’ model. The characterization is expressed in terms of the representation of such functionals in a series of multiple Wiener 

integrals. 
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Let {ys, 0 <s =z r} be a random process with measurable sample functions satisfying ] y, ] G K as. Let 
{ Ws, 0 <s < T} be a Wiener process which is independent of the {v,. 0 G s < T) process. Let 

A,=exp 

Then A, is the unique solution to the integral equation 

A, = 1 + 
J 

‘Asys dI+‘, 
0 

and admits the series representation 

A,=limin q.m. i u,(t) 
N--m n=O 

where uO(t) = 1 and u,(t) = /,,‘u,-,(s)J., dW,. 
Let 3 w denote the u-field generated by { W,, 0 < B =z t}. Since convergence in quadratic mean commutes 

with conditional expectation, we have (as was observed in [l] and [3]) 

-+,I%“) = $i +,(dI%W) 
n=O 

where 

and the integrals are iterated Ito integrals. The functional g(W) = E( A,] ??r!) is a nonnegative functional 
of the Brownian motion, its Wiener-It0 representation is given by (1) with the kernels u,( . . . ) satisfying 
(2); that is, the n-th order kernel u,( t , , . . . , t,) is the n-th order moment of a process which is independent of 
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W. In this note we consider the converse problem: Let g(W) be a square integrable functional of the 
Wiener process W with the Wiener-It0 representation 

where the integrals are iterated Ito integrals. This representation will be abbreviated by 

g(W)=C+xh,oW” 
n 

(3)’ 

with h,o W” denoting the n-th order iterated stochastic integral. The problem that we consider is the 
following: given a square integrable functional of the Brownian motion with representation (3) or (3)‘, what 
conditions would ensure the existence of a process {v,, 0 G t G T}, independent of W, such that 

q h,(t,,..., r,)=E(y(r,)y(t,)...y(t,)) (4) 

for all n and all 0 G t, < t, . * * < I,, G T? Another way to state the problem is the following: the functional 
(1) is the likelihood ratio of a ‘signal plus independent noise’ with respect to the ‘noise only’ hypothesis and 
the problem is to characterize the nonnegative functionals of the Brownian motion that represent the 
likelihood ratio of a ‘signal plus independent noise’ with respect to the ‘noise only’ hypothesis. 

Let g( X, W) denote 

g(A, W) = C+&VhnoW”. (5) 
n 

It will be shown that g(W) has the ‘signal plus independent noise’ representation, i.e. h, satisfy (4) if and 
only if g( X, W) as defined by (5) is a nonnegative square integrable random variable for every nonnegative 
A. 

Norarion. For the representation of g(W), h,( t,, . . . , t,) has to be defined for ordered n-tuples only (cf. (3)), 
namely for t,, . . . , t, satisfying 0 < t, < t, < . . . c t, < T. Define h,( t,, . . . , t,) for unordered n-tuples of 
distinct times by 

h,(t ,, . . . . fn)=h,,(+.,~;,) (6) 

where (f;,,..., ti,) is the rearrangement of (t,, _. ., t,) which yields an increasing sequence. We will not 
distinguish between two kernels h,( t,, . . ., t,) and hk( t,, . . ., t,) which are equal almost everywhere (Le- 
besgue) on [0, T]“. Note that (6) leaves h,( t,, . . . , t,) undefined on a Lebesgue set of measure zero in [0, T]“. 

Let IICnsm) denote a multinomial of degree m in n variables x,, . . . ,xn, 

n(n.m) = 
xc PI.PZ *.... P”xp1xzp2 . . . xP. 

” 
IPl=m 

wherep,, i= l,..., n, are integers and 1 p I= Zipi. A multinomial Il(“*“‘) is said to be nonnegative if it is 
nonnegative for all values of its arguments x, , . . .,x,. Let W be a Wiener process and t” an n-tuple of real 
numbers satisfying OGt;G T, i= l,...,n. II (“.“‘)( W, r”) will denote the multinomial II(n.m) evaluated at 
xi = W(f;), i = l,..., n, 

n(n.m)( w, p) = x cP1-4.( w( t,))P’ . . . (w( t,))P” 

Ipl<m 

wherep,, i= l,..., n, are integers and 1 pi = Zipi. 
H,(P) is defined as 

H,(t”)=H,(t,,..., t,,)=[‘-.[“h,,(B ,,..., S,)d&‘,...d&. 

Finally, l?I’“*“)(H, f”) is defined as 

n-y H, t”) = z 
IPI- 

Cp”“-w,p, ($f,, f,! . . . . ‘>’ r,, 1, ,...,\ t, ,:.., fn,) 

PI P” 

(7) 
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Theorem.Letg(W)=C+Ch, q W” be the Wiener-It0 representation of a square integrable functional of the 
Wiener process over [0, T]. Assume that 1 h,,(t”)l d K for all n and all n-tuples t”. Then the following are 
equivalent: 

(a) g(X, W) is a nonnegative square integrable random variable for every positive real X. 
(b) There exists a sequence of positive real numbers X, such that h, * 0~) as r --* co and g(W) and 

g( X,, W) are nonnegative random variables. 
(c) For every nonnegative multinomial n(“~“” it holds that J2(n.““( H, t”) is nonnegative. 
(d) There exists a random process ( Y,~, 0 G s =G T} such that ) y, 1 C K and 

E(y(t,)y(t,)~. At,,)) =h,h...~t,) 

for almost all (Lebesgue) points (t , , . . . , t,,) in [0, T]” (the probability space on which they process is defined is 
unrelated to the probability space on which the Wiener process W is defined ). 

(e) Let PG denote the probability measure on the space of continuous functions induced by W. Let {z,, 
0 G t G T} be a random process with measurable sample paths on [0, T]. Let Pz+ w denote the probability 
measure induced by X, = jdzS ds + 4 on the space of continuous functions. There exists a process (zS, 
0 G s < T) such that 1 z,~) < K a.s. and (zSr 0 < s C T} is independent of the Wiener process W such that Pz”, w 
is equivalent to Pk and the Radon-Nikodym derivative of P,“+ w with respect to P$ satisfies 

dP,X, w 
,,(w)=~dW). 

W 

Proof. Obviously (a) implies (b). We turn now to the proof that (b) implies (c). Recall first that for a 
deterministic square integrable function +( .) we have (cf. equation (3.4) of [2]): 

(16(e)dW,)(JT...lgThn(BI,--.,8*)dWe, ... dWem) 
0 0 

q.. . 
T~(S,)h,,(e,,...,e,,+,) dW,, -. 

n-l 

J, 
. dW,“+, 

+ 2 Ic;o WQ. 

q=o 
(8) 

The exact form of $ will not interest us. It follows by repeated applications of this result that 

w(t,)w(t*) . . . w(t~)=/or...~Tx,,(e,)x,,(e2)...x,ls,)dW,, --d4n+ni24qowq 
q=o 

for some deterministic qq, 0 G q G n - 2 where x,(e) denotes the characteristic function (x,( 8) = 1 for 8 G t 
and zero otherwise). Note that in equation (8) and in the last equation the integrals over [0, T]” are 
multiple Wiener-It0 integrals. Rewriting h,o W” as a multiple Wiener-It0 integral we have 

h,oW”=+,~T...joThJs ,,..., s,)dW,, -dW,” 

with h, extended to [0, T]” by (6). Consequently, by the orthogonality properties of the Wiener-It0 
integrals 

q W,)WO2)~~ * w(t,)(h.ow~)} =Jor...IDTx,,(e,)...x,.(B,)h,(e ,,... ,e,)de,-d, 

= H,(t ,,..., t,). 

Now, let IItnam) be a nonnegative multinomial, that is, 

(9) 
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for all values of x,, . . . ,xn, then, replacing xi by xi/A it follows that 

z p-IPICP’....* P”xp’ . . . x,p. > 0 

lpl<m 

for all X > 0. Therefore, for all values of X, for which (b) is satisfied we have 

g(A,, W) r, ~~-lplCpl....pn(W(t,))P’ . . . 
IPI- 

We can rewrite the last equation as 

The result will be a polynomial of order m in A,. Note that terms of the form 

E{ (X4,hp W”)( A:‘-‘+ W’-2)) 

will contribute to the coefficient of X:l-2 but not to the coefficient of Xz. The coefficient of (A,)“’ will, 
therefore, be 

where IJ’I*P*.....P~ denotes the ] p I-tuple 

tp’....“” = (t, ( I, ). . . , t, ( t,, . . ., 1, (, . .) 
\ \ . ‘n) 

PI Pt, 

Since this is the coefficient of the highest term of a nonnegative polynomial, it must be nonnegative and 
this proves (c). The proof that (c) implies (d) is based on an infinite dimensional extension of the 
fundamental result on the existence of a solution to the moment problem (Theorem 1.1 of [4]). L.A. Shepp, 
in an unpublished memorandum, extended Theorem 1.1 of [4] and derived conditions for the existence of a 
probability measure on function space with given moments. His arguments will be repeated here. Let 
%= {X(t)} denote the space of real valued functions on [0, T] satisfying X(t) = /dxs ds where x, is 
measurable on [0, T] and ess-sup ] x, ] G K (the ess. is with respect to the Lebesgue measure). Let r = {y} be 
the collection of bounded continuous functions on %. with the norm 

IYI =;~wIYm 

For a multinomial TI(m,n) and n-tuple 1” set 

y*(X) = 2 CP’~.-P”(X(f,))P’~~~ (X(r,))““. 
lpl<m 

Let r, denote the collection of functions on % which are of the form y,,, and note that this is a linear 
collection of bounded and continuous functions on %,. To each y,, in r,, associate the functional 

F(y,) = l=Py H, t”). 

This functional is linear and continuous hence bounded. Therefore, by the Hahn-Banach theorem, there 
exists a bounded linear extension of F( -) to all functions y in I? and this extension is nonnegative since 
II(“‘.“)( H, 1”) was assumed to be nonnegative. By the Riesz representation theorem there exists a 

nonnegative measure p on % such that 

J-(Y) =j;u(x) G(X). 
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Since p( .) is nonnegative with IL(%) = 1, p is a probability measure on 6% The measure p( .) therefore 
defines a process {Y(t), 0 G t G T) such that 

E(Y(t,)- yet,>> =~,(4,...J,) 

and this measure induces a measure on the space of bounded measurable functions {JJ~, 0 =Z s G T}, 
Iy,l=zKand 

E(y(t,)...y(r,))=h,(t,,...,t,) 

which completes the proof of (d). The proof that (d) implies (e) is given in the introduction and (a) follows 
by replacing the ‘signal’ /dy, ds + W, by h/dX, ds + q. 

Remarks. (a) The question arises whether every ‘reasonable’ nonnegative functional of the Brownian 
motion satisfies condition (a) or (b) of the theorem. The answer is negative as the following two simple 
examples show. The first example, due to L.A. Shepp is as follows: Let 

In this case h, = 0 for n > 2 and therefore part (d) of the theorem cannot be true for this g(W). Note that 
g(W) = T-‘W’(T) is a continuous nonnegative functional on the space of continuous functions and 
T- ‘(XW( T))’ is also nonnegative, however, in this case 

(the representation (3) is not a continuous functional on the space of continuous functions). The second 
example is due to B. Hajek: Condition (e) of the theorem implies that 

where E0 denotes expectation with respect to the P, measure and E, denotes expectation with respect to 
P r+ w. On the other hand, if P, is the measure induced by dX, = -ax, dt + dy, LY > 0, X,, = 0; then, by 
Ito’s formula 

E(X(T))2= -a2E/7X,Zds+T. 
0 

Hence E( X(T))2 < EW’(T) which contradicts (10). Therefore dP,/d P, does not satisfy condition (e) of 
the theorem. 

(b) The extension of the results of this note to the case of multiparameter Wiener processes W(t,, . . . , t,) 
is straightforward and therefore omitted (cf. [l] and [2]). 
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